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ABOUT

SHANEEQUA

CANNON
In December 2018, I wrote "Become a TEDx

speaker" on the top of my 2019 goal sheet. Then I
applied. I never expected to get it because I have
applied a number of times before, putting down

the things I thought they wanted to hear. As a
result, I'd also been rejected a number of
times. But this time was different. This time my

application wasn't filled with stats and numbers

and twenty years of extensive research to impress

the people judging the applications for
worthiness. I went with the message that was in
my heart. I went with my experience. I told the
stories that supported the message I thought was

worth spreading.
 
Not even a month later, I was looking at an email

that said I had advanced to the second round. A
month later, I was on stage.    
 
It is my desire, as the Master Brand Story Coach to
help others rediscover their unique voice and to
uncover the multitude of ways they can use it to
tell their stories, attracting the audiences that vibe
with their message-- be it on the page or 
on the stage.
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F I N D  A  L O C A L  

LOCAL 
TEDx 

EVENT
Research  open  speaker  appl icat ions
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F IND  A  LOCAL  EVENT
TEDx events tend to be more localized events. Sometimes they look for local speakers
to fill the slots. So a good starting point is to search the areas closest to you. 

    When I applied to the TEDxGainesville event , I had no idea it would require a number

of mandatory practices beyond a regular dress rehearsal .      

     We had an initial meeting a week prior to the main event , another meeting just a few

days before the event , which served as a dress rehearsal , another practice in the actual

event space (I couldn 't make that one), plus the main event .

      All in all , I made the 4 .5 hour trip there and 4 .5 hour trip back to Atlanta three times

in the space of a week . Now there was a speaker coming from California who was able to

be exempt from most of the meetings , so sometimes they do work with you . But start

local .

     Another important factor to consider is when you 're looking to join the stage . Some

locations start looking for their speakers as early as six months out . Some even earlier . So

as you do your search , consider giving yourself a six-months time frame .

     Use the TEDx event search tool (click here). Filter out the search as you see fit . Then ,

once you find a location you 're interested in , go to Facebook and/or Google to see if you

can find a post about the event organizers looking for speakers or about speaker

applications . If there are none , follow that event 's page .

____________________    ____________________     ____________________

 

____________________    ____________________     ____________________

 

____________________    ____________________     ____________________

 WWW.SHANEEQUA.COM

List below the three events to which you are choosing to apply. 

Location                               Date of Event                       Deadline to Apply                  
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R E S E A R CH  T H E  

THEME
for  each  TEDx  locat ion
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RESEARCH  THE  THEME
Some events have a particular theme that the organizers would like the
speeches to touch upon. 

     While not all of the TEDx events have a theme for the speeches , many of

them do . When you look on their website or their speaker application form ,

that theme should be easy to locate .      

     Once you find that theme , start exploring how you can best create a talk

that will incorporate it but one that will best showcase your ability to

deliver an idea worth spreading .

     When I applied to TEDxGainesville , our theme was Courageous

Conversations . Considering I planned to talk about how living up to your

potential is not the best goal to have for your life , I thought the subject fit

very well into what the theme was . It 's courageous to go against what is

the normal advice as long as you have your own evidence to back up why

your idea is one to be taken seriously and weighed against the status quo . 

WWW.SHANEEQUA.COM

____________________    ____________________     ____________________

 

____________________    ____________________     ____________________

 

____________________    ____________________     ____________________

 

                Location                                                                                Theme                 

List below the themes of the three events to which you are choosing to apply. 
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CHOO S E  A  

TOPIC
that  relates  to  the  theme
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CHOOSE  YOUR  TOP IC
Now that you know what the themes are, consider your expertise. What is it
that you can talk about passionately and convincingly for 18 minutes (the
amount of time allotted for each TEDx speech speaker)?

Surprisingly , that 's not a lot of time at all , especially when you 're talking about

something that has your passion and your expertise all up in it . So go for a topic that

is appropriate to the theme but one that you can cover with your insight and your

knowledge .

WWW.SHANEEQUA.COM

CHOOSE  YOUR  TOP IC .

WHAT 'S  THE  THEME ?

YOUR  SPEECH

6
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F I T  I N  T H E  

MAIN
COMPONENT

of  TED  (technology ,  entertainment ,  or  design )
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F I T  IN  THE  MAIN
Let's not forget what the essential message of TED(x) is-- sharing a message
worth spreading. 

But TED itself stands for technology , entertainment , and design . So make sure you fit

something into your talk that incorporates at least one of those things . My talk had

scientific language . I talked about potential and kinetic energy on that level then on a

personal level . It went over very well with both the academic and the personal

development crowds . So the key is to refrain from being solely a motivational speaker

to being one who is bringing a provocative idea or a different perspective to a topic

that isn 't a common one . One way to make sure you do that is to add one of the main

components of TED .

WWW.SHANEEQUA.COM

WHAT 'S  THE  THEME ?

CHOOSE  YOUR  TOP IC .

WHICH  COMPONENT ?

YOUR  SPEECH
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CONN E C T  W I T H  Y OUR

STORY
theme  +  topic  +  TED  component  
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YOUR  STORY  CONNECT ION

But what it all boils down to is how well of a storyteller can you be. The talks
that tell stories are the talks that get shared and viewed the most. 

Don 't be afraid of your story . Embrace it . Connect it with all the other pieces . At the

bottom of this page and a few of the previous pages , you see this chart . Fill it in with

those pieces-- the topic , the theme , the main component , and your story . Put your

title in the center . 

WWW.SHANEEQUA.COM

WHICH  COMPONENT ?

WHAT 'S  THE  THEME ?

CHOOSE  YOUR  TOP IC .

WHAT 'S  YOUR  STORY  
CONNECT ION ?

YOUR  SPEECH
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ADD

VALUE
with  an  " idea  worth  spreading "
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VALUE  ADD
I chose the picture above because I wanted to you to think of yourself as Value
Bae ala the Salt Bae meme of 2018. The reason being, you can have a whole
chunk of prime meat (story, topic, theme, component) but, if you're not adding
the seasoning to it, the value for the audience, you'll leave them unsatisfied. 

Think about your favorite TED/TEDx speeches . I have a number of them that I like but

some that I can bring to mind are the ones by Brene Brown and Ken Robinson . Their

speeches have all parts of the equation I shared with you on previous pages . But the

value they bring is what has people sharing their videos to the point of them going

viral , being used in corporate meetings , and creating a larger platform for themselves .

Why? Because people walk away from their conversation with action , not just a point

to marinate on . They 're giving a tool or a strategy the audience can use right away or

work towards . That 's value . So make sure you have an "idea worth spreading". 

 

What kind of value will you sprinkle on your speech?

WWW.SHANEEQUA.COM

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________
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S E T  A S I D E  T I M E  AND

APPLY
proofreading  your  answers

7
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T IME  TO  APPLY

This part seems pretty obvious. I mean, if you want to get on the stage, you
need to apply right? 

But here 's the thing , you want to put your best foot forward on that application . Most

of the applications are on a Google form and ask a series of questions ranging from :

"What 's your topic" to "How will you incorporate the theme" to " What will you add to

this event". You should definitely be able to answer these questions if you did the

work in the previous pages .

 

However , you have other things to do such as gather a decent head shot (not just an

iPhone photo-- unless yours look super professional) and find clips of your speaking

that really highlight your skill set with words and presence . 

 

You want to have all this ready so that , when you come up against these questions or

requirements , you don 't use them as an excuse to pause and forget to complete the

application . No self-sabotage allowed .

 

To which event did you apply?                          When did you submit your application?

WWW.SHANEEQUA.COM

___________________________                          ___________________________________

___________________________                          ___________________________________

___________________________                          ___________________________________

___________________________                          ___________________________________
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of being chosen for a talk
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R EM EMB E R  I S S A

CONVERSATION
outl ine  accordingly
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I T 'S  A  CONVERSAT ION

The biggest misconception about doing a speech or writing a book is that one
must use elevated educated language and must not include vernacular used by
the layperson. Stupid right?

Some of the most successful speeches are very aware of this one thing : a speech ,

when done right , is and feels like a conversation . You want to use language that is

everyday . If you 're using industry terms , you want to make sure you break them down

simply (not condescendingly-- fine line) so that people across the world/nation can

understand . If it 's a pretty dense subject , you 'll want to put on your teacher hat and

scaffold the information , breaking it down to its core them building upon it in a way

that people , again , don 't lose understanding . 

 

One of the best ways for you to feel comfortable up on that stage is to remember that

your speech a conversation . You don 't tense up and break into sweat talking to a

friend so there 's no reason for you to do that up on the stage . Be prepared , know what

you 're talking about , and let the conversation flow .

www.Shaneequa.com 17
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GO  I N T O  I T  W I T H  AN

ULTIMATE
PLAN

of  enriching  your  platform  & message
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YOUR  ULT IMATE  PLAN
It has become a huge talking point of mine, whether I'm coaching people
through writing their story on the page or telling their story on the stage, that
before you even put pen to paper (or move the cursor), you've got to have a
plan.

When I taught at Young Women 's Preparatory Academy in Miami , I was introduced to

Covey 's 7 Habits of an Effective Teen and one of those habits (number 2 I believe) was

to Begin with the End in Mind . This stuck with me because it made so much sense . If

you don 't know where you 're going , how will you get there? As it relates to getting on

that TEDx stage , consider what you want to do with that international publicity . As

mentioned above with Brene Brown and Ken Robinson , their talks took them world

wide to sold out talks to corporate conversations to open door after open door . And

those talks help drive sales of their books . Other TED/x speakers have been able to sell

classes and programs and workshops . 

 

Do you just want to get on that stage? Or do you have a plan for how you can leverage

an opportunity that is not given to everyone?

 

What do you want to do with your opportunity?
_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________
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